Statement on filing a complaint on an extrajudicial killing case for the United Nations’ Special Rapporteur

Thursday, May 16, 2019
The Syrian Network for Human Rights, founded in June 2011, is a non-governmental, non-profit independent organization that is a primary source for the United Nations on all death toll-related statistics in Syria.

The civil defense member, Ahmad al Hallaq

killed by Syrian- Russian alliance forces

The Syrian Network for Human Rights informed the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the extrajudicial killing on the case of the civil defense member, Ahmad al Hallaq from Hama governorate, Kafr Zita city, born in 1987, who died as fixed-wing Syrian- Russian alliance warplanes fired two missiles on civil defense center 107 in the north of Kafr Zita, which was under the joint control of armed opposition factions and Fateh al Sham Front at the time of the incident, on April 29, 2017.

The Syrian Authorities didn’t admit to killing the civil defense member, and his family couldn’t submit a complaint out of fear of security pursuit as they live in an area out of Syrian regime control.

SNHR confirmed its fear of the killing of civilians from the year 2011, and the victims' numbers are continuously rising.